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Chairman Nadler, Chairman Cohen and Ranking Member Johnson, and
Committee Members, thank you for your invitation to testify at the hearing on the need to
enhance the Voting Rights Act through preliminary injunctions, bail-in coverage, election
observers, and notice. The Native American Rights Fund (NARF) and the Native
American Voting Rights Coalition (NAVRC) applaud the Subcommittee for examining
this important topic.
I am one of the founding members of NAVRC, which is a coalition of national
and regional grassroots organizations, academics, and attorneys advocating for the equal
access of Native Americans to the political process. 2 In addition, I serve as the Pro Bono
Voting Rights Counsel to NARF. We are united in our support for this legislation, which
is critical to overcoming barriers to voting rights to secure equal access to the political
process for all Americans, regardless of their tribal relations, race, ethnicity, or language
minority status.
I want to begin by noting that today’s hearing comes just four days after the eight
year anniversary of Shelby County v. Holder.3 On June 25, 2013, the United States
Supreme Court struck down the coverage formula for Section 5, “the heart of the Voting
Rights Act” (VRA).4 In that decision, a narrow 5-4 majority explained its decision by
arguing that “things have changed dramatically,” with “voter turnout and registration
rates now approach[ing] parity. Blatantly discriminatory evasions of federal decrees are
rare. And minority candidates hold office at unprecedented levels.” 5
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Our Nation’s experience over the past eight years has shown how wrong Shelby
County was. Its assault on the Voting Rights Act, the crown jewel of America’s civil
rights laws, has come at a high price. In the absence of Section 5 preclearance,
previously covered states and political subdivisions have turned back the clock to make
the most basic first generation barriers – obstacles that impede the ability to register to
vote, to cast a ballot and to have that ballot counted – a reality for an even greater number
of Americans.6 Many governing bodies have increased their exploitation of racially
polarized voting to preserve their waning political power at the expense of existing and
emerging groups of minority voters seeking to secure fair and equal representation. In
the past eight years, things indeed have changed dramatically.
Against this backdrop, it is appropriate that the Committee has answered the
clarion call to renew and restore the Voting Rights Act. H.R. 4, the John Lewis Voting
Rights Advancement Act, is named in honor of one of the great champions of American
democracy and the civil rights movement. As Congressman Lewis explained in 2019,
“The vote is precious. It is almost sacred. It is the most powerful non-violent tool we
have in a democracy.” Preserving that fundamental right is what brings us together
today.
My testimony today focuses on two provisions in Section 3 of the Voting Rights
Act that are little known, but essential to preserving and protecting equal access to the
ballot and representation.
I will begin by discussing Section 3(c) of the Act, which allows federal courts to
order that jurisdictions that are not covered by Section 5 are “bailed-in” to preclearance to
remedy voting rights violations and prevent further discrimination. Today, as a result of
Shelby County, there is no longer any coverage under Section 4 of the VRA. Section 3(c)
bail-in currently is the only way that a State or political subdivision can be required to
submit covered voting changes for preclearance. However, the bail-in provision is
sparingly used, with Shelby County’s legacy and the uncomfortable burden of finding
discriminatory purpose leaving a cloud over federal judges reluctant to rely upon Section
3(c) as a remedy to cure voting rights violations.
H.R. 4 makes two changes that directly impact bail-in. First, and most
importantly, the John Lewis bill will restore Section 5 coverage under a modernized
formula. Second, it will give federal judges the discretion to use the remedial authority in
Section 3(c) where any voting discrimination against racial, ethnic or language minority
voters is established. Consonant with that discretion and their broad remedial powers,
judges will continue to have the authority to set the time frame and the scope of voting
changes to which bail-in applies.
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I will next address federal observer coverage under Sections 3 and 8 of the VRA.
Federal observers are an important part of the Act’s comprehensive framework to prevent
and remedy voting discrimination. Although observers are limited to observing and
documenting discriminatory conduct, their role is key to eliminating disenfranchisement.
Often, their mere presence deters discrimination. Where it does not, “observations and
reports of observers … most often provide the factual basis on which the Department of
Justice proceeds to prosecute acts of harassment, intimidation, and discrimination.” 7 In
places where voting discrimination is more entrenched, observers help document the
progress towards remedying that discrimination. The power of observation can be
substantial, benefiting all Americans.
The 2006 reauthorization of the VRA made some modest changes to the
requirements for certifying jurisdictions for observer coverage. Shelby County had an
even greater impact, reducing that coverage to only a small fraction of what it was prior
to the decision. In the 2020 Presidential Election, for the first time in decades, the Justice
Department was unable to deploy a single federal observer. H.R. 4 will renew and
restore the vitality of the federal observer provisions in several ways that I will discuss.
I.

The Need for a More Flexible “Bail-in” under Section 3(c) of the VRA.
A.

The limited use of the bail-in provision before Shelby County

When Congress enacted the Voting Rights Act in 1965, it was aware that the
coverage formula would be both over-inclusive and under-inclusive. It resolved these
issues by including the Act’s “bailout”8 and “bail-in” provisions, respectively.9 The bailin provision addresses the under-inclusiveness of the coverage determinations under
Section 4(b) of the Act by applying preclearance to the “so-called ‘pockets of
discrimination … outside the States and political subdivisions as to which the
prohibitions of [the Act] were in effect.”10 A permanent provision of the VRA, the
Section 3(c) bail-in mechanism applies nationwide to reach “denials and abridgements of
the right to vote on account of race or color [or language minority status] 11 wherever they
may occur throughout the United States.”12
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Section 3(c) describes the circumstances under which a jurisdiction may be
covered under the bail-in provision:
If in any proceeding instituted by the Attorney General or
an aggrieved person under any statute to enforce the voting
guarantees of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment in any
State or political subdivision the court finds that violations
of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment justifying
equitable relief have occurred within the territory of such
State or political subdivision, the court, in addition to such
relief as it may grant, shall retain jurisdiction for such
period as it may deem appropriate and during such period
no voting qualification or prerequisite to voting, or
standard, practice, or procedure with respect to voting
different from that in force or effect at the time the
proceeding was commenced shall be enforced unless and
until the court finds that such qualification, prerequisite,
standard, practice, or procedure does not have the purpose
and will not have the effect of denying or abridging the
right to vote on account of race or color, or in contravention
of the voting guarantees set forth in section 4(f)(2)…. 13
Federal courts interpreting the bail-in provision’s language have concluded that it
requires the reviewing court to “determine (1) whether violations of the Fourteenth or
Fifteenth Amendments justifying equitable relief have occurred within the State or any of
its political subdivisions; and (2) whether, if so, the remedy of preclearance should be
imposed.”14 Stated another way, Section 3(c) “requires that (a) violations of the
Fourteenth or Fifteenth Amendments (b) justifying equitable relief (c) have occurred (d)
within the State or its political subdivisions.”15 Therefore, the bail-in provision applies
relief, including the determination of which voting changes are to be subject to
preclearance, using the “traditional case-by-case approach.” 16
For much of the VRA’s history, Section 3(c) was used sparingly. During the first
decade after the VRA was enacted in 1965, no jurisdiction was bailed-in under the
provision.17 By 2013, approximately eighteen jurisdictions had bailed-in under Section
13
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3(c): two states, Arkansas18 and New Mexico19; twelve counties20; two municipalities21;
and two school districts.22 Over half of those jurisdictions, ten, were bailed in for
discrimination against American Indians, for whom there was little coverage under
Section 4(b) and Section 4(f)(4) of the VRA.23 All but two of the jurisdictions, the State
of Arkansas and the Gadsden County School District in Florida, were bailed in as a result
of consent decrees.24
The lack of more widespread Section 3(c) coverage can be explained in at least
three ways. First, and most obviously, many of the States and political subdivisions that
engaged in voting discrimination were covered by Section 5 already. 25 Second, noncovered jurisdictions that engaged in voting rights violations often were under one or
more court orders that remedied that discrimination.26 Third, the legal standards for
securing bail-in can be inordinately difficult for jurisdictions that do not voluntarily
consent to the remedy.27
18
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B.

The difficulty securing bail-in after Shelby County

Some commentators have suggested that the Section 3(c) bail-in mechanism can
provide a viable alternative in a post-Shelby world. Actual experience has proven a much
different reality. Since Shelby County was decided in June 2013, only a handful of
jurisdictions have been bailed in through the Section 3(c) remedy. The two examples I
will provide both involve jurisdictions formerly covered by Section 5.
In Allen v. City of Evergreen, Alabama, after the plaintiffs successfully challenged
a redistricting plan for the city council and the system for determining voter eligibility,
they moved for remedies including the appointment of federal observers and bail-in.28
The City agreed to the relief, which “would restore a preclearance requirement which is
limited in scope.”29 The federal court ordered preclearance to be in place until December
31, 2020, limiting it to two voting changes: any change in the redistricting plan or method
of election for members of the city council and any change in the standards for
determining voter eligibility.30 In granting the stipulated relief, the court retained
jurisdiction through the end of 2020.31
In Patiño v. City of Pasadena, Texas, the court found that the city adopted a plan
for electing members of its council that intentionally diluted the votes of Latino citizens
in violation of Section 2 of the VRA and the Fourteenth Amendment. 32 As a result of the
finding of intentional discrimination, the court granted the plaintiffs’ request to require
the city to submit future changes to its redistricting plan to the Attorney General for
preclearance.33 In addition, the court retained jurisdiction to review any other voting
change different from what was in force in the 2013 election.34 The court referred to the
six year preclearance period in the Evergreen consent order, suggesting that “five years,
or through the 2021 election, might be appropriate” for Section 3(c) coverage “because it
is likely enough time for demographic trends to overcome concerns about dilution from
redistricting.”35 Subsequently, the court adopted a six year preclearance period through
June 30, 2023.36 The court explained that would encompass four election cycles and
redistricting following the 2020 Census.37
28
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Requests for Section 3(c) relief have not been granted in other cases for a variety
of reasons. One cause is the difficulty in obtaining a finding of discriminatory intent. In
Jeffers, the court held that to establish a violation of the Fourteenth or Fifteenth
Amendment necessary to support bail-in, it required “proof of conscious racial
discrimination.”38 Perez agreed, concluding that “triggering violations for bail-in relief
must be violations of Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendment protections against racial
discrimination in voting.”39
In Toyukak v. Treadwell, the plaintiffs developed a strong record supporting a
finding of discriminatory intent, including: Alaska’s contention that the Fifteenth
Amendment did not apply to Alaska Natives; its position that Alaska Natives were
entitled to less voting information than other voters because they were Alaska Natives;
purposeful failure to translate ballots into covered languages and dialects; and what state
officials euphemistically referred to as “policy decisions” not to provide voting materials
and assistance to Alaska Native voters in areas covered by Section 203 of the Act. 40 The
federal court held that the plaintiffs established a Section 203 violation, while also
suggesting it was the product of discriminatory intent. The court explained that Alaska’s
voting program was “not designed to transmit substantially equivalent information in the
applicable minority... languages.”41
Nevertheless, the court declined to reach the question of whether the plaintiffs
established that Alaska intentionally discriminated against Native voters, taking under
advisement the constitutional claim that served as the basis for the Section 3(c) request to
focus on other remedies.42 Later, the court directed the parties to mediation to try to
resolve the litigation.43 The Toyukak court’s reluctance to make a finding of
discriminatory intent sufficient to support Section 3(c) relief is consistent with what
occurred following the City of Mobile v. Bolden decision in 1980.44 It is inherently
difficult for a federal judge to find that officials in the community in which he or she
resides have engaged in purposeful discrimination, regardless of a voting procedure’s
discriminatory impact.45 The Toyukak plaintiffs settled and obtained court oversight over
38
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Alaska’s language program for three census areas through the end of 2020, in lieu of
pressing their Section 3(c) claim.46
Perez added another wrinkle to the difficulty in establishing discriminatory
purpose to secure bail-in: it found that not all violations of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments meet the burden under Section 3(c).47 For example, it concluded that “a
Shaw-type Fourteenth Amendment claim, without a finding of racially discriminatory
purpose, is not a finding that supports bail-in relief.” 48 The court explained, “[u]nlike an
intentional vote dilution claim, a Shaw-type racial gerrymandering claim is not focused
on abridging the right to vote, but on an improper use of race regardless of discriminatory
purpose…”49 Similarly, Perez rejected “a conclusion that malapportionment and/or one
person, one vote (“Larios-type claims”) under the Fourteenth Amendment may trigger
bail-in relief, absent any finding of purposeful racial discrimination underlying the
population deviations.”50 Likewise, Perez decided that the only Section 5 objections that
could support bail-in were those based upon discriminatory intent, reasoning that a “mere
finding of discriminatory effect or ‘retrogression’ does not amount to a constitutional
violation…”51
Perez also interpreted the broad language of Section 3(c) narrowly to further limit
the constitutional violations that may be considered. The statute provides that the
relevant violations are those that “have occurred within the territory of such State or
political subdivision.”52 In Jeffers, the court construed Section 3(c) as meaning what it
says:
We agree with plaintiffs that both State and local violations
of the voting guarantees of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments must be taken into account. The statute does
not say that the State or its officials must be guilty of the
violations, but only that the violations must “have occurred
within the territory” of the State… And besides, as we have
already held, officials of local governments are State

46
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officials for present purposes; local governments are arms
of the State and only exist at its sufferance. 53
In contrast, Perez found that “these violations should at most provide relevant context” to
whether a court should grant equitable relief, “and not be used as a trigger for bail-in
relief.”54 It read the statute differently than Jeffers, explaining “it simply makes clear that
political subdivisions such as cities may be subjected to § 3(c) relief based on their own
violations, and does not mean that a State may be subjected to bail-in based on violations
by its political subdivisions.”55
Moreover, even where intentional discrimination has been established in violation
of the Fourteenth or Fifteenth Amendment, that may be insufficient to result in bail-in. In
Jeffers, the court emphasized that Section 3(c) requires “violations justifying equitable
relief.”56 Like any other form of equitable relief, a court has considerable discretion,
taking into consideration the public interest codified in the VRA. The court suggested
several factors to weigh in making that determination:
Have the violations been persistent and repeated? Are they
recent or distant in time? Are they the kind of violations
that would likely be prevented in the future, by
preclearance? Have they already been remedied by judicial
decree or otherwise? How likely are they to recur? Do
political developments independent of this litigation, make
recurrence more or less likely? 57
Those factors are to be balanced between “the interest of the plaintiffs in vindication of
their constitutional right to vote” against “the interest of the defendants in maintaining the
sovereignty of the State.”58
Perez cited the Jeffers factors with approval, applying them to reach its holding
that Section 3(c) bail-in should not be imposed on Texas.59 The court made that
determination despite its conclusion that there were “recent, statewide violations of the
Fourteenth Amendment by the State” that were “the type to appropriately trigger the bailin remedy against the State, and the bail-in remedy sought by Plaintiffs would

53

740 F. Supp. at 600 (emphasis in original). Jeffers qualified its construction by concluding, “We also
think that more than one violation must be shown. The statute uses the plural (‘violations’), and it would
be strange if a single infringement could subject a State to such strong medicine.” Id.
54

390 F. Supp. 3d at 817.
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Id.
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Id.
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Id.
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390 F. Supp. 3d at 818-21.
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appropriately redress the violation.”60 In particular, the court described the case as
involving
findings of intentionally discriminatory behavior affecting
minority voters statewide… Numerous counties were
drawn with the purpose to dilute minority voting strength in
the Texas House plan, as well as CD23 and numerous
congressional districts in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex
in the Congressional plan.61
Compounding those violations, the court concluded that although “it could and should
also consider the intentional discrimination findings made in the underlying voter ID
litigation, it does little to bolster the foundation for bail-in.” 62 The court explained that
the purposeful discrimination “affected only a small portion of minority voters (indigent
minority voters),” with “no indication that its effects had not been fully remedied.” 63
Remarkably, Perez noted its “grave concerns about Texas’s past conduct,” but
nevertheless concluded “that ordering preclearance on the current record would be
inappropriate…”64 The court attempted to justify its holding by explaining, “Even
without being subject to preclearance, Texas must still comply with the requirements of
the Fourteenth Amendment and § 2 of the VRA in the upcoming redistricting cycle, and
undoubtedly its plans will be subject to judicial scrutiny.” 65 That conclusion is certainly
true, but it severely undermines the legislative purpose of Section 3(c): to prevent
discriminatory voting changes that are enacted by knowing bad actors like Texas before
they go into effect.
The reluctance of federal courts to order bail-in to remedy even an exceptionally
strong record of discrimination such as the one in Perez goes far to explain why Section
3(c) relief rarely has been granted where it is contested.66 It may be laudable that many
jurisdictions agree to bail-in to cure their intentional discrimination against minority
voters. But conditioning coverage for preclearance on a jurisdiction’s consent does little
to provide redress from the worst offenders, who, like Texas officials, are recidivists
engaging in repeated acts of intentional discrimination designed to suppress the votes of
60

Id. at 816.

61

Id.

62

Id. at 820.

63

Id.

64

Id. at 820-21.

65

Id. at 821.

66

See supra note 24 and accompanying text; see also North Carolina State Conf. of the NAACP v.
McCrory, 831 F.3d 204, 241 (4th Cir. 2016) (“As to the other requested relief, we decline to impose any of
the discretionary additional relief available under § 3 of the Voting Rights Act, including imposing poll
observers during elections and subjecting North Carolina to ongoing preclearance requirements… Such
remedies ‘[are] rarely used’ and are not necessary here in light of our injunction.”) (quoting Conway Sch.
Dist. v. Wilhoit, 854 F. Supp. 1430, 1442 (E.D. Ark. 1994)).
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racial, ethnic and language minorities. It goes far to explain why Section 3(c) is an
inadequate remedy for the broader Section 5 coverage proposed by H.R. 4 under a new
geographic formula. It also highlights the need for the modest, yet crucial, amendment
that the bill makes to the violations that qualify for bail-in under Section 3(c).
C.

H.R. 4 clarifies Congressional intent on bail-in

Section 2(a) of H.R. 4 makes a simple, but essential, change to Section 3(c).
Currently, bail-in only is available where the United States or a private litigant establishes
discriminatory intent in violation of the Fourteenth or Fifteenth Amendment. That
requirement has imposed an insurmountable burden on many plaintiffs, even in the face
of a strong record of purposeful discrimination. H.R. 4 corrects that deficiency by
striking ‘‘violations of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth amendment’’ and inserting
‘‘violations of the Fourteenth or Fifteenth Amendments, violations of this Act, or
violations of any Federal law that prohibits discrimination in voting on the basis of race,
color, or membership in a language minority group.’’
By amending Section 3(c) to include other forms of voting discrimination against
racial, ethnic and language minorities, H.R. 4 gives federal courts greater flexibility to
provide bail-in relief where it is warranted. Remedial orders may be adapted to the
circumstances present in the jurisdiction, consistent with the case-by-case approach that
has been a hallmark of the pocket trigger. It further empowers courts to broadly require
preclearance of all voting changes, where a demonstrated history of continued violations
of the Constitution or federal law warrants it. At the same time, courts retain the
authority to adopt a more targeted approach by limiting the time period during which
preclearance remains in effect or the types of voting changes to which it applies.
II.

The Devastating Impact of Shelby County on Federal Observer Coverage.

On June 25, 2013, the United States Supreme Court issued its decision in Shelby
County v. Holder, which struck down as unconstitutional the preclearance coverage
formula in Section 4(b) of the VRA. Although Shelby County did not directly address the
separate formula in Section 4(f)(4) of the Act for jurisdictions covered for minority
languages, the Justice Department concluded that section also was affected because it
was “dependent on a part of the Section 4(b) formula.” 67 As a result, “[i]n light of Shelby
County, the department is not enforcing this provision.”68
Shelby County has had a devastating impact on federal observer coverage. “Prior
to the Shelby County decision in 2013, a total of 153 counties and parishes in 11 states
were certified by the Attorney General for federal observers: Alabama (22 counties),
Alaska (1) Arizona (4), Georgia (29), Louisiana (12), Mississippi (51), New York (3),
67

U.S. Dep’t of Just., Fact Sheet on Justice Department’s Enforcement Efforts Following Shelby County
Decision (“Shelby Impact”) at 2 <https://www.justice.gov/crt/file/876246/download (last visited June 20,
2021)>.
68

Id.
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North Carolina (1), South Carolina (11), South Dakota (1) and Texas (18).” 69 Following
Shelby County, the Justice Department made the following determination:
In light of the Shelby County decision, the department is
not relying on the Section 4(b) coverage formula as a way
to identify jurisdictions for election monitoring. The
department will continue to engage OPM observers where
there is a relevant court order and will continue to conduct
our own monitoring around the country, without relying on
the Section 4(b) formula.70
In other words, post-Shelby County, the only jurisdictions that will be covered for federal
observers are those certified for coverage by a federal court under Section 3(a) of the
VRA. The Department concluded, “This means that the department will be able to send
fewer people than in similar past elections to watch the voting process in real-time.” 71
Recent federal observer coverage confirms that impact. By 2020, just five
jurisdictions were covered for federal observers under Section 3(a) of the Act: Evergreen
(Conecuh County), in Alabama;72 the Dillingham, Kusilvak and Yukon-Koyukuk Census
Areas in Alaska, as a result of the NARF litigation;73 and St. Landry Parish in
Louisiana.74 Despite its continued coverage under Section 3(a), it does not appear that
the Justice Department has been as active in sending federal observers to St. Landry
Parish after the vote-buying issues that precipitated the litigation in the 1970s were
resolved.75 Consequently, by the end of 2020, federal observers were available in only a
handful of jurisdictions covered under Section 3(a) of the VRA.
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See U.S. Dep’t of Just., Civ. Rts. Div., Voting Sec., About Federal Observers and Election Monitoring
(“About Federal Observers”) (last modified Sept. 11, 2020) <https://www.justice.gov/crt/about-federalobservers-and-election-monitoring>.
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Shelby Impact, supra note 67, at 2.
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Id.
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See Allen v. City of Evergreen, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 191739, at *4 (S.D. Ala. Jan. 13, 2014)
(authorizing the “appointment of federal observers to monitor elections of the City of Evergreen” through
December 21, 2020).
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See Toyukak v. Mallott, Case No. 3:13-cv-00137-SLG, Dkt. 282, Stip. and Order at 7-8 (D. Alaska Sept.
30, 2015) (“Pursuant to Section 3(a) of the VRA, 52 U.S.C. § 10302(a) … Election Observers are
appointed and are authorized to attend and observe elections and election activities that federal law
authorizes, including training” for the three census areas through December 31, 2020).
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See United States v. St. Landry Parish Sch. Bd., Case No. 76-1062 (W.D. La. Dec. 5, 1979) (authorizing
federal observers “until further order of this Court”); see also U.S. COMM’N ON CIVIL RTS., THE VOTING
RIGHTS ACT: UNFULFILLED GOALS 37 (Sept. 1981) (describing the vote-buying scheme that led to the
Justice Department’s litigation against the county).
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See generally GAO, Department of Justice’s Activities to Address Past Election-Related Voting
Irregularities, GAO-04-1041R, at 69 (Sept. 14, 2004) (“Data from the Voting Section shows that as of
August 23, 2003, the court order was still in effect and that no elections were monitored at this parish
during calendar years 2000 through 2003.”).
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In the November 3, 2020 election, not a single federal observer was dispatched by
the Justice Department and the United States Office of Personnel Management (OPM),
which is unprecedented for coverage of Presidential Elections in recent decades. The
City of Evergreen, Alabama held its municipal elections earlier in the year, on August 25,
2020.76 Most of the Alaska Native villages encompassed by Section 3(a) coverage under
the Toyukak order were closed because of the COVID-19 pandemic; consequently, it was
not possible to have federal observers sent to the three covered regions of Alaska. This is
a truly incredible sea-change from the hundreds of federal observers dispatched for
elections before Shelby County.
The absence of federal observer coverage limited the Department of Justice to
dispatching “election monitors” to 44 jurisdictions in 18 states. 77 As the Department
explains:
The [Civil Rights] Division also monitors elections in the
field for compliance with the federal voting rights laws in
jurisdictions not currently eligible for assignment of federal
observers. Under these circumstances, one or more
attorneys and staff members from the Division may be
assigned to monitor the election in the field on election day
and maintain contact with state and local officials.78
Election monitors are an inadequate substitute for federal observers. Monitors are
attorneys and staff employees of the Justice Department, not the non-attorney OPM
employees authorized by the VRA.79 That limits the Department’s monitors in their
activities. Unlike federal observers, they are not statutorily authorized to be present in
voting and tabulation locations.80 Instead, monitors first must obtain permission from
local election officials to enter polling places and ballot counting centers. While that
permission often is given, it may be lacking in the places where it is most needed –
especially in jurisdictions where election officials reportedly have engaged in actions that
limit access for minority voters. The absence of cooperation by election officials may
relegate Justice Department monitors to areas outside of polling places, leaving them
unable to engage in crucial first-hand observations of many actions that may establish a
violation of one or more provisions of federal voting rights laws.
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See Bama Politics, 2020 Evergreen, Alabama Mayoral Election, August 25, 2020
<https://www.bamapolitics.com/alabama/alabama-elections/2020-alabama-elections/2020-evergreen-almayor-election/>.
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See U.S. Dep’t of Just., Justice Department Again to Monitor Compliance with the Federal Voting
Rights Laws on Election Day (Nov. 2, 2020) <https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-againmonitor-compliance-federal-voting-rights-laws-election-day>.
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See 52 U.S.C. § 10305(d).
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See id.
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Monitors also lack the statutory imprimatur provided by Section 8 of the VRA to
prepare investigative reports that are transmitted to a federal court. 81 While Department
attorneys remain free to communicate with federal courts about voting and tabulation
problems they observe, their communications are constrained by their capacity as legal
counsel and support staff for the United States. Unlike observers, the monitors are less
likely to be available as witnesses. Any reports that are prepared by monitors generally
are not admissible into evidence. Their reports typically cannot be compelled because
they are covered under several exemptions to the Freedom of Information Act. 82 While
the Department’s election monitors broaden observations of elections to jurisdictions not
certified for observer coverage, they remain a complimentary option that cannot replicate
the critical role performed by federal observers under the VRA.
III.

The Continuing Need for Federal Observers under the Voting Rights Act.

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 authorizes federal courts 83 and the Attorney
General of the United States84 to send federal observers to certified jurisdictions “to
secure equal voting rights of all citizens.”85 Observers serve as the eyes and ears for the
federal government and the public it protects to ensure compliance with the Act. Their
presence at polling and ballot counting locations makes it less likely voting
discrimination occurs on Election Day without it being documented and addressed. 86 In
the course of doing so, they help preserve the fundamental right of all voters to
participate in the democratic process.
A.

The role and function of the federal observer provisions

The indispensable function of federal observers in the comprehensive protection
of voting rights cannot be appreciated without understanding how the provisions that
authorize them operate. Federal observers have a unique role in preventing voting
discrimination, enforcing the VRA, and measuring progress to remedy violations of the
VRA and the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. 87
After a jurisdiction is certified for coverage, the Attorney General has to make an
administrative determination whether to deploy observers for a particular election. Once
81

See 52 U.S.C. § 10305(e).
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See U.S. Dep’t of Just., Department of Justice Guide to the Freedom of Information Act (updated June 3,
2021) <https://www.justice.gov/oip/doj-guide-freedom-information-act-0>.
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See 52 U.S.C. § 10302(a) (transferred from 42 U.S.C. § 1973a(a)).
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See 52 U.S.C. § 10305 (transferred from 42 U.S.C. § 1973f).
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H.R. Rep. No. 89-439 (1965), reprinted in 1965 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2460.
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See 52 U.S.C. § 10305.
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See generally Shelby Impact, supra note 67, at 1 (“In general, when trained individuals travel to different
locations to watch the election process and collect evidence about how elections are being conducted, they
have a unique ability to help deter wrongdoing, defuse tension, promote compliance with the law and
bolster public confidence in the electoral process.”).
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that decision is made, Justice Department staff must map out a comprehensive strategy to
deploy the federal observers in the areas where they are most likely to fulfill their
statutory function. The creation of the federal observer report and training of observers
on how to use it is key to those efforts. I will briefly describe these important components
of the federal observer program.
The role of federal observers is straight-forward: they are non-lawyer employees
of OPM authorized to observe “whether persons who are entitled to vote are being
permitted to vote” and “whether votes cast by persons entitled to vote are being properly
tabulated.”88 They are “trained by OPM and the Justice Department to watch, listen, and
take careful notes of everything that happens inside the polling place during an election,
and are also trained not to interfere with the election in any way.” 89 In jurisdictions with
significant numbers of language minorities, bilingual observers are preferable because
they are able to not only observe the manner in which language minority voters are
treated, but also can assess the quality of any written language materials and oral
language assistance offered to voters in their native language. 90 When a voter requires
assistance to cast a ballot, the observer may accompany that voter behind the curtain of
the voting booth if the observer first obtains the voter’s permission. 91
Federal observers are not sent to every certified jurisdiction for every election.
Instead, they typically are only dispatched to certified jurisdictions in which it has “been
determined that there is ‘a substantial prospect of Election Day problems.’” 92 The role of
federal observers should be viewed in terms of the acronym “PEP”: Prevent, Enforce,
and Progress.93
1.

Prevention of Vote Denial.

Federal observers “Prevent” vote denial in several respects. According to the
1975 Senate Report, “the role of Federal observers can be critical in that they provide a
calming and objective presence which can serve to deter any abuse which might occur.
88

See 52 U.S.C. § 10305(d).
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U.S. Dep’t of Just., Civ. Rts. Div., Voting Sec., Frequently Asked Questions (Feb. 25, 2002); see also
U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MGT., MINORITY LANGUAGE CAPTAIN/CO-CAPTAIN MANUAL, app. E (Mar.
1998) (summarizing the training federal observers receive concerning their election-day responsibilities).
90

See generally COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, VOTING RIGHTS ACT: ENFORCEMENT
NEEDS STRENGTHENING 24-25 (Feb. 1978) (“COMPTROLLER REPORT”) (summarizing complaints received
from minority contacts about the absence of minorities serving as federal observers).
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See United States v. Executive Committee of Democratic Party of Greene County, 254 F. Supp. 543
(N.D. Ala. 1966); United States v. Louisiana, 265 F. Supp. 703, 715 (E.D. La. 1966). There has been at
least one case in which, notwithstanding the statutory authority observers have to enter a polling booth with
a voter’s permission, the Justice Department has represented that it would not exercise that authority. See
United States v. City of Philadelphia, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 85557, at *3 n.1 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 8, 2006).
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Federal observers can also still serve to prevent or diminish the intimidation frequently
experienced by minority voters at the polls.”94 In many cases, the mere assignment of
federal observers to an election makes people less likely to engage in discrimination
because neutral outsiders are watching and documenting their actions. 95 As one witness
has explained, “Few officials discriminate when they are under the microscope.” 96 Like
Section 5 preclearance,97 federal observers can stop discrimination before it happens.
This element of protection is paramount to furthering the VRA’s underlying purposes.
Observers discourage problems by both voters and election officials – they help prevent
voter discrimination while making officials more likely to properly comply with the law,
thereby facilitating the smooth conduct of elections.98 In the process, voters “feel
empowered” because they have “a vehicle through which to directly report Election Day
problems at their polling place.” 99
Even when the presence of federal observers does not deter discrimination from
happening, the information gathered by observers can be used by the Justice Department
to stop it almost immediately. Often, a phone call from a Department attorney to local
election officials is sufficient to end the discriminatory conduct; where it is not, the
Department may seek to enjoin the conduct on Election Day or in the future. 100 A GAO
report explained this process:
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S. REP. NO. 94-295 at 21, reprinted in 1975 U.S.C.C.A.N. 787.
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See Fannie Lou Hamer, Rosa Parks, and Coretta Scott King Voting Rights Reauthorization and
Amendments Act of 2006, H.R. REP. NO. 109-478, 109th Cong. 2d Sess., at 24-25 (2006); Testimony of
Alfred Yazzie, S. HRG. 109-669, at 503; Testimony of Constance Slaughter-Harvey, S. HRG. 109-669, at
390-94, 451, 458-59. 462.
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Slaughter-Harvey Testimony, S. HRG. 109-669, at 391.
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For an overview of Section 5 of the VRA, see generally James Thomas Tucker, The Politics of
Persuasion: Passage of the Voting Rights Act Reauthorization Act of 2006, 33 J. LEGIS. 205, 218-23
(2007).
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Barry Weinberg, who administered federal observer coverage from the 1960s until his retirement,
previously described the type of discriminatory treatment that federal observers deter:
The discriminatory treatment of racial and minority language voters witnessed by federal
observers… runs the gamut from actions that make those voters feel uncomfortable by
talking rudely to them, or ridiculing their need for assistance in casting their ballot, to
actions that bar them from voting, such as failing to find their names on the lists of
registered voters and refusing to allow them to vote on provisional ballots, or
misdirecting them to other polling places.
Testimony of Barry H. Weinberg, Voting Rights Act: Sections 6 and 8 – The Federal Examiner and
Observer Program, Hearing Before the Subcomm. on the Constitution of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary,
109th Cong. 24 (2005) [hereinafter House Observer Hearings].
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When Voting Section staff monitor elections and receive
allegations of or information about voting irregularities
while on site, they make efforts to resolve allegations by
contacting local election officials immediately. Further
investigation of such irregularities is conducted after an
election if the allegation was not resolved on Election Day
or if it is deemed otherwise necessary to prevent such
problems from arising in the future.101
The GAO reported that between 2000 and 2003, the Justice Department closed at least a
dozen meritorious cases relating to Election Day voting discrimination, with an additional
eight pending cases.102
Federal observers likewise can prevent vote denial through their role in
documenting training provided to election officials and poll workers. Poll workers are
only as good as the training they receive and their willingness to follow that training.
Typically, Justice Department employees attend poll worker training sessions, although
in some cases officials from the Office of Personnel Management also may do so. 103 On
Election Day, federal observers often ask poll workers about the training they received
and observe the election procedures being used and their impact on minority voters.
Justice Department employees can communicate that information to local election
officials to improve training and facilitate implementation of non-discriminatory
practices. If a poll worker refuses to follow their training, then that information can be
passed on to allow election officials to refrain from using that poll worker in future
elections. As one witness noted, “When federal oversight does not occur, the quality of
these training is often insufficient and superficial,” particularly where language assistance
must be provided.104
Federal observers also document evidence of seemingly innocent Election Day
practices that have the effect of disenfranchising minority voters. For instance, Hispanic
men and women commonly have more than one surname, using their mother’s, father’s,
or sometimes both. Federal observers documented numerous instances in which Hispanic
voters were denied the right to vote because their name purportedly was not in the voter
registration book. In the course of interviewing those voters, federal observers learned
that they had registered under a different surname, which was on the voter registration
list. The Justice Department used this information to recommend to local election
101

Id. at 45.
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Id. at 48. The twelve meritorious cases were closed as follows: five because the jurisdiction took actions
to resolve the issues; four because DOJ provided post-election feedback regarding the discrimination; two
because jurisdictions agreed to implement changes for future elections, and one because a state court issued
an order addressing the conduct. Id. The eight cases that remained open included six pending fulfillment
of consent decrees for violations of federal law and two closed because jurisdictions fulfilled the
requirements of consent decrees requiring them to remedy violations of federal law. Id.
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officials that they train poll workers to ask any voter whose name did not appear to be in
the voter registration list, “Have you registered under another name?” That simple
training suggestion eliminated many instances of vote denial.
2.

Enforcement of the Voting Rights Act.

In addition to their prophylactic effect, federal observers help “Enforce”
compliance with the Voting Rights Act. Observers do not engage in civil enforcement
themselves. Instead, they serve as the eyes and ears of the Justice Department and
federal courts.105 Federal observers are a key component of efforts to enforce the Voting
Rights Act and the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments because they prepare reports
that can be used in subsequent litigation and the observers can testify as witnesses. 106
Observers also conduct their jobs in a neutral and non-partisan manner thus ensuring the
integrity of the accounts provided in their reports.107 Since the reports are prepared
contemporaneously to the observed actions by impartial observers, the reports provide
evidence that is generally unassailable in court proceedings. 108
There are other uses for information collected in observer reports. Federal
observers document the identity of election officials and others engaging in
discriminatory conduct. If the person engaging in discrimination is an election official, a
Justice Department attorney can communicate that information to local officials to get the
person removed from the polling place immediately and for future elections. If the
discrimination is a violation of the criminal provisions of the VRA109 or other federal
laws, the evidence gathered by federal observers can be communicated to either the Civil
Right’s Division’s Criminal Section or the Criminal Division’s Public Integrity Section to
work with local United States Attorneys to prosecute the perpetrators. 110 Effective
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enforcement of the Act and the guarantees of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments
would not be possible without federal observers.
Berks County, Pennsylvania illustrates how observer reports are used to enforce
the Voting Rights Act. In 2003, a federal court found “there is substantial evidence of
hostile and unequal treatment of Hispanic and Spanish-speaking voters by poll officials”
in the county.111 The intentional discrimination was compounded by the county’s failure
to recruit bilingual poll workers despite their ready availability, discriminatory poll
worker application process, lack of Spanish election materials for Puerto Rican voters,
and the county’s denial of assistance to Hispanic voters even when they brought someone
with them to render assistance.112 These examples of discriminatory treatment were
documented through federal observer reports. As a direct result of that evidence, the
federal court concluded that Berks County violated the Voting Rights Act. The court
authorized the continued use of federal observers to assess the County’s compliance with
orders requiring the elimination of voting discrimination.113

111

See United States v. Berks County, 277 F. Supp.2d 570, 575 (E.D. Pa. 2003). The court summarized
many of these discriminatory practices by poll officials in the City of Reading:
[They] turned away Hispanic voters because they could not understand their names, or
refused to “deal” with Hispanic surnames.
[They] made hostile statements about Hispanic voters attempting to exercise their right to
vote in the presence of other voters, such as “This is the U.S.A. – Hispanics should not be
allowed to have two last names. They should learn to speak the language and we should
make them take only one last name,” and “Dumb Spanish-speaking people … I don’t
know why they’re given the right to vote.”
[They] placed burdens on Hispanic voters that were not imposed on white voters, such as
demanding photo identification or a voter registration card from Hispanic voters, even
though it is not required under Pennsylvania law.
[They] required only Hispanic voters to verify their address and told Department staff
that they did so because Hispanics “move a lot within the housing project.”
[They] boasted of outright exclusion of Hispanic voters to Voting Section staff during the
May 15, 2001 municipal primary election.
Hispanic voters stated that this hostile attitude and rude treatment makes them
uncomfortable and intimidated in the polling place, and discourages them from voting.
Id. at 575-76.
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3.

Measuring Progress in Curing Voting Rights Violations.

Observers also measure “Progress” that jurisdictions are making in curing voting
rights violations.114 Federal observers often are sent to monitor a jurisdiction’s
compliance with the constitutional and statutory protections of the right to vote, as well
as court orders enforcing those protections. Systemic violations and deeply ingrained
discriminatory practices do not disappear over night. Frequently, federal observers need
to be present in jurisdictions for several years to measure what incremental progress, if
any, is being made.115 Once the progress is sufficient to demonstrate substantial
compliance with all requirements protecting the right to vote, reports from federal
observers facilitate determinations by federal courts or the Attorney General to terminate
coverage.116
The Native American Rights Fund’s recent experience in three regions of Alaska,
the Dillingham, Kusilvak, and Yukon-Koyukuk Census Areas, illustrates how federal
observers measure progress. In September 2014, a federal court entered a bench order
finding that the plaintiffs established a violation of Section 203, the minority language
assistance provisions of the VRA, in the three census areas. The court granted the
plaintiff’s request for federal observers under Section 3(a) of the Act, which subsequently
was extended when the parties settled in 2015.117
Although the preparation of Alaska’s Division of Elections for the 2016 elections
reflected significant progress, reports filed by federal observers suggest its efforts still fell
short of fully remedying the Section 203 violations. Some two years after the court’s
bench ruling for the Plaintiffs and entry of its interim remedial order, bilingual poll
worker training was spotty or lacking for several villages. Federal observers were present
for both the August 2016 Primary and November 2016 General Election in villages
located in the three census areas. Out of the 120 poll workers interviewed by the federal
observers for those elections, only 46 percent (55 poll workers) reported that they had
been trained in 2016. In contrast, four percent (5 poll workers) reported receiving
training in 2015, ten percent (12 poll workers) reported being trained two or more years
earlier, 39 percent (47 poll workers) reported they had never been trained, and one
percent declined to answer. Some of the poll workers who did receive training indicated
that it was “conducted in English by a non-Native instructor from the Election Office.”
Bilingual poll workers or interpreters were not trained on “how to translate the contents
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of the ballot or how to provide procedural instructions” in the covered Alaska Native
languages.
In a marked improvement, most, but not all, of the villages had a bilingual poll
worker available. In the August 2016 Primary Election, federal observers reported there
was no bilingual poll worker available in three out of the nineteen Native villages they
observed. In Koliganek, a bilingual poll worker was only available “on call” and was
“not present at the polling place.” No bilingual assistance was available at polling places
located in Dillingham, Kotlik, and Marshall during a portion of the time federal observers
were there when the observers documented the only bilingual worker took a break or left
the polling place. In the November 2016 General Election, federal observers reported
there was no bilingual poll worker available in just one of the twelve Native villages they
observed. While federal observers were present, they reported that no bilingual
assistance was available at Fort Yukon for an hour and twenty minutes when the
interpreter left the polling place. In Venetie, one of the Plaintiff villages, the only
Gwich’in-speaking poll worker left three and one-half hours before the polling place
closed, and did not return.
For both elections in 2016, many voting materials were unavailable in the
applicable Alaska Native language and dialect. Almost all signage was in English only.
Among the nineteen villages in which federal observers were present for the August 2016
primary election, they observed that no voting materials were available in Alaska Native
languages in six villages: Alakanuk, Kotlik, Arctic Village, Beaver, Fort Yukon, and
Venetie. The “I voted” sticker was the only material in an Alaska Native language in
Marshall and Mountain Village. Only the Yup’ik glossary was observed in Emmonak.
Ten villages had a sample ballot written in Yup’ik, but only two – Koliganek and
Manokotak – had written translations of the candidate lists. Only one village, Aleknagik,
had a written translation of the OEP available for Yup’ik-speaking voters.
In the November 2016 General Election, federal observers documented that half
of the twelve polling places they observed did not have a translated sample ballot
available for voters. Five villages – New Stuyakok, Alakanuk, Hooper Bay, Arctic
Village, and Venetie – had no translated sample ballot at all, while the Gwich’in sample
ballot in Fort Yukon was “kept at the poll workers’ table” and was not provided by the
voting machine where voters could use it. The absence of written voting materials had its
greatest impact in villages where a trained bilingual poll worker was not present at all
times during the election. The observer reports showed that although Alaska had made
significant improvements and committed to changing to better serve its voters, it still fell
short because nearly 40 years of violating the VRA cannot be changed overnight.
B.

The administrative process to deploy federal observers

The Department of Justice has not issued regulations governing how certified
jurisdictions are selected for coverage by federal observers. 118 However, the Department
118
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has informally stated that the following procedure typically is used: Department
employees initially conduct telephone surveys of covered jurisdictions with significant
minority populations to determine whether any minority candidates are running; a second
telephone survey then is conducted of minority contacts in jurisdictions in which there
are minority candidates or where there is information suggesting there may be Election
Day problems; if there is sufficient evidence of potential problems, a Department
attorney is dispatched to the jurisdiction to conduct an investigation and recommends
whether observers should be dispatched; and the decision then is made whether to send
observers.119
It is not always possible to send federal observers to areas where coverage may be
needed. The Justice Department previously explained, “Sometimes the Department
learns of election-related problems that may appear to warrant the assignment of federal
observers but there is insufficient time to either arrange for the assignment to or to
develop the factual predicate necessary for the certification of the political
subdivision.”120 Some jurisdictions may not be eligible for federal observers because
they have not been certified for coverage. Where this occurs, the Department may assign
attorneys to monitor elections either in person or by telephone. 121
Since 1965, more than 30,000 federal observers have monitored elections in
certified jurisdictions. Between 1982 and 2006, five of the six states originally covered
in their entirety by Section 5 of the VRA accounted for approximately two-thirds of all
federal observer coverage,122 with Mississippi accounting for the greatest percentage.123
In the years leading up to the 2006 reauthorization, the number of observers increased
dramatically as part of the Justice Department’s enforcement activities in jurisdictions
covered by the language assistance provisions of the VRA. According to the Justice
Department, in 2004 “a record 1,463 federal observers and 533 Department personnel
were sent to monitor 163 elections in 105 jurisdictions in 29 states.” 124 In 2005, an offelection year, the Department deployed 640 federal observers and 191 Department
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personnel to monitor 47 elections in 36 jurisdictions in 14 states. 125 In June 2006, the
Justice Department sent federal observers to eighteen counties in five states, primarily to
monitor compliance with federal court orders in language assistance cases. 126 Between
2001 and 2006, much of the observer coverage was for violations of the VRA’s language
assistance provisions.127
C.

Mapping out a deployment plan for a federal observer exercise

The Justice Department tailors federal observer coverage on a case-by-case basis
by making calculated determinations about the problems and issues that exist within a
particular jurisdiction. Whenever feasible, Department attorneys meet with local election
officials to establish lines of communication and describe the role that the federal
observers play during the course of the election. Federal observers do not interfere with
the local conduct of the election and are prohibited from offering assessments to election
officials or others present in the polls.128 Rather, observers merely observe and document
activity inside the polling place, and communicate this information to a DOJ attorney. 129
Where necessary, Justice Department attorneys will share information about
voting discrimination identified by federal observers to election officials, especially if
there is a possibility that a voter may be denied the right to cast a ballot. 130 Local
election officials frequently welcomed federal observers, particularly if they helped
establish compliance with the VRA.131 However, observers remain an enforcement arm
of the Justice Department and are not there to interfere with or perform the work of local
election officials.132
Federal observer exercises require substantial planning. The planning begins
early on, when Department of Justice attorneys and other employees begin documenting
evidence that justifies the selection of jurisdictions for coverage. 133 Often, this
documentation includes summarizing written complaints from voters or community
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groups of suspected Election Day problems. 134 Department attorneys call local contacts
to determine whether there is evidence of racial tensions, racial appeals, or efforts to
directly or indirectly suppress the voting rights of racial or ethnic minority citizens. 135
Local press accounts often provide evidence of tense conditions. The presence of racially
heated white/black, white/Asian, Anglo/Latino and Native American/non-Native
American races is also a significant factor that is considered. 136 Similarly, elections in
which minority voters are in a position to elect candidates of choice for the first time or
possibly to gain a majority of seats on in elected body are a strong basis for sending
observers.137
After the preliminary investigation is completed, the Department may then send
an attorney to the jurisdiction to gather supplemental information and assess the situation
on the ground. Based upon meetings with local officials and other evidence gathered, the
Chief of the Voting Section may forward a written recommendation requesting
deployment of federal observers to the Attorney General or his or her designee, who
makes the final decision. The entire investigation and recommendation process typically
takes at least three weeks, although expedited authorizations can be secured if
circumstances dictate. Typically, an investigation is not conducted for jurisdictions being
monitored under a federal court order because the evidence already supports continued
observer coverage.
D.

Creation and use of the federal observer report

When a jurisdiction is approved for federal observer coverage, the responsible
Department attorney works with OPM to develop the form report and plan the
exercise.138 Federal observer reports require documenting information for each covered
voting precinct including: the opening and closing times for the polling place; how many
poll workers are present at opening and closing; any problems opening or closing the
polling place or with poll worker staffing; voters waiting in line at opening or closing;
signage and publicity showing the location of the polling place; the number, race,
ethnicity, language abilities, position, and training of each poll worker; how the polling
place is configured; where all of the poll workers and voting materials are located;
polling place accessibility, particularly for handicapped and elderly voters; voter
assistance compliance under both Sections 203 and 208 of the Act; and compliance with
provisions of HAVA. Reports are “designed to address the relevant issues and specific
problems” in the jurisdiction where observers are being deployed. 139
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In jurisdictions required to provide language assistance, observers also document
whether all written materials are provided in the covered language (unless it is an
unwritten language), the availability of language assistance, and whether that assistance
is available at every stage of the election process. The report also allows observers to
report how voters are treated inside and outside of the polling place, whether they are
offered provisional ballots if their names are not on the voter registration list, and the
availability of voting instructions and assistance using the voting machine or casting a
paper ballot. Observers are provided with special forms to complete in the report if a
voter is turned away without being allowed to vote, without receiving assistance, or any
other action taken against the voter.
Reports are written in objective terms so the observer merely documents what he
or she sees, without drawing any conclusions of whether those observations are
discriminatory or violations of any constitutional or statutory protections. 140 In places
where federal observer coverage has been conducted previously, the report is typically
updated to reflect any changes in local election laws or expected Election Day activities
from the previous coverage.
Federal observer training includes going over the observer’s role, reviewing the
report, role-playing to demonstrate proper and improper methods of observation, and
driving through the jurisdiction to familiarize each observer team with their polling place
location(s).141 Observers are instructed to request a voter’s permission before
accompanying them into the voting booth, including the least intrusive way of making
that request. Although many OPM employees have participated in observer coverage for
several years, they are required to complete the daylong training like all of the other
observers to ensure uniformity and consistency during the exercise.
Usually, two observers are paired together as a team. If the observers are in a
jurisdiction to document language assistance compliance, efforts will be made to ensure
that at least one of the observers is fluent and can read and write in the language they are
there to observe. Bilingual observers are important for several reasons. They can
observe and document the language abilities of poll workers, usually by engaging the poll
workers in a short conversation when voters are not present. In addition, they are able to
observe communications between poll workers and voters in the covered language.
Observers do not make any judgments on the quality of language assistance that is
offered, but merely document their observations. Occasionally, OPM must hire contract
employees if it does not have sufficient employees proficient in the covered languages for
an observer exercise, particularly for American Indian languages. Observers are selected
because of their communication skills, attention to detail, and writing abilities.
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A Department attorney and OPM captain establish a command center to receive
reports from co-captains and observer teams as activities develop in the field.142
Election coverage usually commences at least one hour before the polls open and ends
after all of the polls close. Sometimes, federal observers will be present during the
counting and final tabulation of ballots, including absentee and provisional ballots and
any other ballots or voter challenges addressed during the canvassing process.
Immediately after coverage of the polling places and/or ballot-counting ends,
observers work with Department attorneys and OPM managers to finalize their reports
while the information is still fresh in their minds. In most cases, the original versions of
the reports are maintained either by OPM or the Department of Justice. Copies of the
reports are usually submitted to a supervising federal court, redacting any information
necessary to protect voter identity. The Department of Justice provides local elections
officials with a summary of information gathered by the observers.143
Training and reports highlight that observer coverage is not one-sided. Reports
from observer coverage may vindicate a jurisdiction by documenting the absence of
voting discrimination. For example, observer reports aided a federal court in determining
that election irregularities in Humphreys County, Mississippi, were insufficient to
warrant setting aside the election results.144 The court described the important
evidentiary role that the reports played in weighing contradictory evidence:
It is impossible for the court to satisfactorily resolve many
irreconcilable evidentiary disputes without resort to the
federal observers’ reports. These reports… were compiled
by disinterested persons almost immediately following the
election; they were submitted in the regular course of
official duty and are regarded as highly credible.145
Contrary to what the plaintiffs alleged, federal observers documented that ballots
“were rejected without overtones of racial discrimination” because unclear ballots for
both white and black candidates were disregarded.146 The court reasoned, “Any contrary
conclusion, which contradicts the basic findings of the federal observers, is without
credible support and must be rejected as inconsistent with the plainly established
facts.”147 Therefore, the court held that “white officials, while rendering assistance at the
polls, did not mislead, intimidate or coerce black assisted voters contrary to their
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wishes.”148 On the other hand, federal observers also provide an important tool to
identify and stop voting discrimination where it occurs. 149
IV.

Certification for Federal Observers up to the 2006 VRA Reauthorization.

The federal observer and examiner provisions originally were codified as Sections
3, 6-9, and 13 of the VRA. Under that statutory framework, a jurisdiction first had to be
certified for federal examiners before federal observers could be dispatched to cover its
elections. Certification occurred through two different mechanisms.
If a jurisdiction was covered under either Section 4(f)(4) or Section 5 of the Act,
then certification occurred under Section 6. That Section provided that the Attorney
General could certify the jurisdiction for federal examiners if he or she either had
received twenty meritorious written complaints from residents in the jurisdiction alleging
voting discrimination or if their appointment was necessary to enforce voting rights
protected under the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.150
Nearly all of the certifications were based upon the Attorney General’s determination that
certification was necessary to cure a constitutional violation. 151
If a jurisdiction was not covered by Sections 4(f)(4) or 5, then certification
occurred under Section 3(a). That Section permits a federal court to certify a jurisdiction
for federal observers “for such period of time … as the court shall determine is
appropriate to enforce the voting guarantees of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment.” 152
Federal courts were authorized to certify a jurisdiction for coverage as part of any
“interlocutory order”153 or “as part of any final judgment,” as long as “the court finds that
violations of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment justifying equitable relief have
occurred” in the jurisdiction being covered. 154 Like the “pocket trigger” for Section 5
coverage,155 this pocket trigger for observer coverage allows private parties, as well as
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the Attorney General, to request certification of a jurisdiction not otherwise subject to the
VRA’s special provisions (including the observer provisions). 156
Certified jurisdictions could petition for termination of federal examiner coverage.
Section 13 provided that a jurisdiction certified under Section 6 could petition the
Attorney General to request the Director of the Census to take a census or survey of voter
participation. The Attorney General could terminate the certification if: (1) the Director
of the Census determined more than 50% of the nonwhite persons of voting age are
registered to vote; (2) all persons listed by an examiner had been placed on the voter
registration lists; and (3) there was no longer reasonable cause to believe that persons
would be denied the right to vote on account of race or color or on the basis of their
language.157 In the alternative, a certified jurisdiction could file a declaratory judgment
action seeking termination in the District Court of the District of Columbia. 158 A
jurisdiction certified under Section 3(a) could petition the court that issued the order to
terminate certification.159
Under the framework of the original 1965 Act, federal examiners were authorized
to examine voter registration applicants concerning their qualifications for voting, to
create lists of eligible voters to forward to the local registrar, and to issue voter
registration certificates to eligible voters.160 The provision originally was included in the
1965 Act because at that time, eligible minority voting age citizens in the South,
primarily African-American citizens, were subjected to widespread discriminatory
registration procedures. Those procedures included literacy tests, “moral character”
requirements, denial of voter registration materials, limited registration hours, slow
registration processing,161 voter purges, threats, intimidation, violence, and social
pressure against applicants including loss of employment, eviction, and even denial of
food and water in a particularly egregious example from Mississippi. 162 Federal
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examiners were authorized under the VRA to “examine applicants concerning their
qualifications to vote” and to register them if they met the qualifications “prescribed by
State law not inconsistent with the Constitution and the laws of the United States.” 163
The federal examiners provision proved to be extraordinarily successful in
achieving its goal of allowing eligible minority citizens to register to vote. 164 Although
federal examiners initially accounted for a large percentage of black voters registered in
the South after passage of the VRA in 1965, they were “used sparingly in recent years”
and no new voters had been added since 1983. 165 The additions of other federal statutes,
including the National Voter Registration Act (NVRA),166 the Uniformed and Overseas
Citizen Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA),167 and the Help American Vote Act
(HAVA),168 likewise have contributed to the tremendous increase in voter registration.
By 2006, the federal examiner provision was used only as a mechanism to certify a
jurisdiction as eligible for federal observers, and not for its original purpose of registering
voters. Therefore, the provision was no longer needed.
The Voting Rights Act Reauthorization Act of 2006 (VRARA) 169 made several
changes to the existing framework of the federal examiner and observer provisions to
update the certification process to contemporary needs and usage. 170 Section 3(c) of the
VRARA repealed the federal examiner provisions in Sections 6, 7, and 9 in their entirety
because those provisions had outlived their utility. 171 Section 3(d) of the VRARA
substituted references to “observers” for references to “examiners” in the remaining
Sections of the Act.172 Section 3(a) of the VRARA used the two existing certification
methods, with some slight modifications, but applied them to federal observers in Section
8 of the Act.173 Section 3(d) of the VRARA updated the process for terminating
163
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certifications by the Attorney General based solely upon evidence that “there is no longer
reasonable cause to believe that persons will be deprived of or denied the right to vote on
account of race or color.”174 A federal court continues to retain the authority to terminate
certifications made under the pocket trigger for observer coverage. 175 The VRARA’s
elimination of the federal examiner provisions enhanced opportunities for observer
coverage in jurisdictions by streamlining the certification process to focus on those places
where it is needed. In the process, Congress made clear that the “traditional functions of
the federal observers remain unchanged.”176
V.

Restoration of Robust Federal Observer Coverage under H.R. 4.

The Justice Department has noted that following Shelby County, “the department
is still committed to using all of the tools at our disposal to enforce the federal voting
rights laws – including working with Congress in ways that may increase our capacity.”
H.R. 4 would accomplish that goal in three ways.
First, H.R. 4 would renew and restore Section 5 of the VRA by enacting a new
coverage formula. The effect of that new formula would make the covered states and
political subdivisions subject to the preclearance requirements. Once subject to
preclearance, a jurisdiction would be eligible for certification by the Attorney General
under Section 8 of the VRA. This fix, by itself, would lead to the restoration of much of
the federal observer coverage lost from Shelby County because the vast majority of that
coverage was due to the Attorney General’s certifications.177
Second, H.R. 4 would make a modest, but important, conforming amendment to
observer coverage by federal courts under Section 3(a) of the Act. Currently, that section
authorizes federal observer coverage “for such period of time and for such political
subdivisions as the court shall determine is appropriate to enforce the voting guarantees
of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment…”178 Section 2(a) of H.R. 4 would amend
Section 3(a) by striking ‘‘violations of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment’’ and
inserting ‘‘violations of the 14th or 15th Amendment, violations of this Act, or violations
of any Federal law that prohibits discrimination in voting on the basis of race, color, or
membership in a language minority group,’’.
That change would make it easier for federal courts to authorize observers
because it would relieve the Attorney General or private litigant from having to establish
elected officials, or civic participation organizations” in place of the current requirement of 20 such
complaints from “residents” of the jurisdiction. The other method of certification under Section 6 is
identical, except for the substitution of “observer” for “examiner.” Cf. id. with 42 U.S.C. § 1973d.
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the likelihood of a constitutional violation, which implicates a higher burden of proof. 179
Under the modified language, a violation of the VRA or any federal law prohibiting
voting discrimination on the basis of race, color or language minority status would
suffice. This would eliminate the need for litigants to bring a separate constitutional
claim. As long as a litigant establishes the requisite voting rights violation, including
those under federal laws such as the VRA, they would be entitled to the appointment of
federal observers unless the jurisdiction establishes that voting rights violations “(1) have
been few in number and have been promptly and effectively corrected by State or local
action, (2) the continuing effect of such incidents has been eliminated, and (3) there is no
reasonable probability of their recurrence in the future.” 180
Third, Section 6 of H.R. 4 would amend Section 8 of the VRA 181 to expand the
Attorney General’s discretion to assign federal observers in jurisdictions covered by the
Act’s preclearance provisions. Currently, Section 8(a) of the VRA provides:
Whenever –
(1) a court has authorized the appointment of observers
under section 10302(a) of this title for a political
subdivision; or
(2) the Attorney General certifies with respect to any
political subdivision named in, or included within the scope
of, determinations made under section 10303(b) of this
title, unless a declaratory judgment has been rendered
under section 10303(a) of this title, that—
(A) the Attorney General has received written meritorious
complaints from residents, elected officials, or civic
participation organizations that efforts to deny or abridge
the right to vote under the color of law on account of race
or color, or in contravention of the guarantees set forth in
section 10303(f)(2) of this title are likely to occur; or
(B) in the Attorney General’s judgment (considering,
among other factors, whether the ratio of nonwhite persons
to white persons registered to vote within such subdivision
appears to the Attorney General to be reasonably
attributable to violations of the 14th or 15th amendment or
whether substantial evidence exists that bona fide efforts
are being made within such subdivision to comply with the
179
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14th or 15th amendment), the assignment of observers is
otherwise necessary to enforce the guarantees of the 14th or
15th amendment;
the Director of the Office of Personnel Management shall
assign as many observers for such subdivision as the
Director may deem appropriate.182
H.R. 4 would leave Section 8(a)(1) intact. It would amend Section 8(a)(2)(B) to
parallel the change in Section 3(a) of the Act to include not only circumstances necessary
to enforce the guarantees of the 14th or 15th Amendment, but also “any provision of this
Act or any other Federal law protecting the right of citizens of the United States to vote;
or”. Furthermore, it would add a new subparagraph 8(a)(3) to duplicate the process for
certification by the Attorney General to also include instances in which “in the Attorney
General’s judgment, the assignment of federal observers is necessary to enforce the
guarantees of section 203” of the VRA.
Taken together, H.R. 4 makes these much-needed changes to the VRA to restore
and renew the federal observer protections, which were severely undermined by the
Shelby County decision.
VI.

Constitutionality of the Federal Observer Provisions.

In City of Boerne v. Flores, the United States Supreme Court set the parameters
for congressional exercise of its remedial powers under the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments.183 According to the Court, “While preventive rules are sometimes
appropriate remedial measures, there must be a congruence between the means used and
the ends to be achieved” considered “in light of the evil presented.” 184 Boerne cited the
evidence of racial discrimination supporting the VRA as the type of record necessary to
meet the congruence standard.185
Where that record is established, Congress has “wide latitude” in determining
appropriate deterrent or remedial legislation,186 “even if in the process it prohibits
conduct which is not itself unconstitutional and intrudes into ‘legislative spheres of
autonomy previously reserved to the States.’”187 This is particularly true for legislation
such as the VRA in which “the possibility of overbreadth” is reduced by limiting its
applications “to those cases in which constitutional violations were most likely” and
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terminating it when the danger subsided. 188 Following Boerne, the Court confirmed that
congressional power is at its apex for legislation protecting fundamental rights afforded
heightened constitutional scrutiny.189
The federal observer provisions fall squarely within Congress’s powers under the
Enforcement Clauses of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. 190 Federal courts
have found the provisions are constitutional, even where they appear to conflict with state
ballot secrecy laws. As explained above, there is substantial evidence demonstrating that
effective enforcement of the VRA requires use of federal observers. Consequently, in the
2006 reauthorization, the federal observer provisions were extended without any
objections from any members of Congress.
A.

Preservation of ballot secrecy

In South Carolina v. Katzenbach, the United States Supreme Court declined to
rule on the constitutionality of the federal observer provisions in Section 8 of the VRA,
noting that judicial review would have to wait for subsequent litigation. 191 It did not take
long for federal courts to accept Katzenbach’s invitation.
Shortly following that decision, three Alabama counties challenged Section 8 as
an unconstitutional exercise of federal power.192 The counties had prohibited federal
observers from entering polling places because they claimed that the federal observer
provisions were contrary to state law protecting the right of voters to cast a secret
ballot.193 The federal court rejected the counties’ argument. The court explained:
The purpose of federal observers, as stated by one of the
sponsors of that portion of the act, is “to observe and report
back any corrupt practices which prevent persons certified
as eligible voters from casting a ballot and having their
votes counted.” In this context, the function of a federal
observer appears to be a constitutional exercise of
Congress’s authority to enforce the Fifteenth Amendment
188
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within the standards set by State of South Carolina v.
Katzenbach.194
The court acknowledged that Alabama had an important state interest in preserving the
secrecy of the ballot, but balanced that against the substantial federal interest in using
observer coverage to ensure compliance with the Fifteenth Amendment. The court
reasoned that the state’s concern was adequately addressed if a voter consented to having
a federal observer present while casting a ballot.195 Therefore, the court concluded that
the “Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution requires that this procedure of
Alabama law give way to enforcement of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.” 196
Other federal courts agreed with this reasoning. In United States v. Louisiana, the
court enjoined the state and local defendants from interfering with federal observers in
the performance of their duties under Sections 8 and 14 of the VRA. 197 The court
explained, “Contrary to the understanding of some persons, the federal observers
observe; they do not render assistance to illiterates.” 198 Upon the consent of the voter,
observers were even permitted to go into the voting booth with the voter to observe the
process.199 Ballot secrecy would be maintained by placing the observer “under the same
duty to preserve the secrecy of the ballot” as election officials authorized to render
assistance to illiterate voters.200 Equally important, the Louisiana court held that federal
courts have no authority to enjoin the use of federal observers in properly certified
jurisdictions.201 Instead, Section 8 expressly provides that “the appointment of observers
is a matter of executive discretion and is not subject to judicial review.” 202
B.

The continuing need for federal observers

Federal observer coverage is key to ensuring that jurisdictions comply with the
VRA and the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments.203 It allows the Justice Department
and federal courts to observe discrimination that might otherwise go undetected on
Election Day. Federal observers are able to monitor every aspect of an election, from the
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time the voter enters the polling place to the moment that he or she casts her ballot, and
even thereafter when the ballots are tabulated. In the process, federal observers can
document voter treatment by election officials and others both outside and inside polling
places; the availability of voting materials and assistance (particularly for language
minority, first time, elderly, illiterate, and handicapped voters); and the extent to which
all voters have an equal opportunity to participate in the electoral process.
In 2005 and 2006, Congress developed a “substantial volume of evidence” of
racial discrimination to demonstrate the continued need for federal observers. 204 That
evidence, summarized in Section 2 of the VRARA, included “vestiges of discrimination”
such as “second generation barriers” to minority voting. 205 It also encompassed
“continued evidence of racially polarized voting in each of the jurisdictions covered by
the expiring provisions” that made racial and language minorities “politically
vulnerable.”206 The evidence showed that in jurisdictions covered by the temporary
provisions, there was substantial non-compliance with Section 5, many had been denied
bailout, minorities continued to file Section 2 cases, and the Department of Justice had to
actively enforce the language assistance provisions.207 Similarly, there had been
widespread use of federal observers in certified jurisdictions to document and prevent
voting discrimination.208
Despite substantial progress under the Act, forty years was insufficient “to
eliminate the vestiges of discrimination following nearly 100 years of disregard” for the
Constitution.209 The findings from the 2006 reauthorization and the hearings in support
of H.R. 4 demonstrate the continuing need for federal observers and present a compelling
basis for the amended provisions under the Boerne line of cases.210
VII.

The Importance of Keeping Federal Observers Neutral and Impartial.

Recently, there have been reports about increasing efforts to expand the access
that partisan poll watchers have to the voting process. 211 It is well established that there
is no First Amendment right for candidates, campaigns or political parties to have
partisan poll watchers inside the polling places absent authorization. 212 Far too often,
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when state and local governments have given their approval, poll watchers are “used to
intimidate voters and harass election workers” in a manner that can target “communities
of color and stoke fears that have the overall effect of voter suppression.” 213
Nevertheless, during the 2006 reauthorization debate on the VRA, there was at
least one modest effort to amend the Act to provide for partisan poll watchers in place of
or in addition federal observers.214 It would have injected federal observers squarely into
partisan pitched battles for the first time. Contrary to such an ill-advised proposal,
partisan poll watchers are not interchangeable with federal observers authorized under the
VRA. Therefore any proposals that may be made to amend H.R. 4 to provide for partisan
poll watchers should be rejected. The reason is best explained through the many
differences between federal observers and partisan poll watchers.
First, partisan poll watchers are precisely that: partisan. They work for a particular
political party, candidate, or organization with a vested interest in the outcome of the
election. The manner in which they approach their activities inside and outside polling
places is influenced by the partisan objectives that they bring to the table. On the other
hand, federal observers are neutral outsiders who have no stake in the election. 215 Except
in extremely rare cases, a federal observer is not even deployed to observe elections in
the jurisdiction where they reside.216 Every effort is made to ensure that federal
observers maintain their objectivity and are not associated with a particular candidate or
election outcome. Instead, federal observers work as an extension of the United States
Department of Justice or federal courts supervising implementation and compliance with
the VRA.217
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Second, partisan poll watchers not only are trained to inject themselves into the
election process, they may be expected and encouraged to do so. Many state laws
specifically provide for partisan poll watchers to challenge voters about their
qualifications to vote.218 Partisan poll watchers often take advantage of those laws by
aggressively challenging any voter who is not on a pre-printed list of registered voters
supporting their party, candidate, or issue. Partisan poll watchers regularly engage poll
workers with comments or criticisms about the voters they are allowing to cast ballots
and how the poll workers are conducting the election. In sharp contrast, federal observers
are specifically trained to refrain from participating in the election process, including
providing any feedback to poll workers. 219
Third, partisan poll watchers routinely make value judgments such as whether, in
their opinion, particular voters should be allowed to cast a ballot or whether poll workers
are complying with federal, state, or local law. Conversely, federal observers are trained
to not make any value judgments at all.220 Federal observers dispassionately document
their observations without rendering any conclusions about whether those observations
demonstrate compliance with the law. Federal observers scrupulously record their
observations in comprehensive reports that allow them to recreate what transpired in the
polling place or ballot counting location.
Therefore, any proposal to make federal observers partisan is severely flawed,
would undermine Justice Department enforcement, and might facilitate voter intimidation
and discrimination. For example, it has been argued by some that observers “should be
trained in the requirements of federal election law and the relevant state’s election law
and procedure.”221 On the surface, that suggestion seems alluring. However, it overlooks
the fact that federal observers, unlike partisan watchers, are not there to make value
judgments. Instead, they are simply there to observe “whether persons who are entitled
to vote are being permitted to vote” and “whether votes cast by persons entitled to vote
are being properly tabulated.”222 It is not the role of federal observers to evaluate
whether election officials are complying with the law.
Another proposal that observers “should be free to communicate with the press
and others outside of the election facility” is even more problematic. 223 Under the VRA,
federal observers are present at polling sites and ballot tabulation centers to perform a law
enforcement function. They are extensions of the United States Attorney General or the
218
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federal courts in places that are certified under Section 3(a) of the VRA. 224 Authorizing
federal observers to communicate with persons outside of the Justice Department and the
Office of Personnel Management would undermine the evidence they are gathering to
measure compliance with the VRA and destroy the “highly credible” reports they
produce.225 It would open up the objectivity of their observations to attack from
statements taken out of context, or even worse, mischaracterized or misquoted by the
press. Federal observers would become distracted by outside influences instead of
focusing on documenting what they are observing. It also would make it more likely that
voter confidentiality and ballot secrecy would be compromised and in the process render
the federal observer program unconstitutional.226 In short, all of the qualities that make
federal observer reports unassailable and the role of the observer constitutional would be
eliminated.
For similar reasons, a suggestion that federal observers “should have the means to
provide a timely objection to election misconduct by communication with senior election
officials or law enforcement authorities” also is erroneous. 227 Federal observers do not
work for local election officials or state officials. They work for the Office of Personnel
Management as an extension of the United States Attorney General. 228 Vesting
discretion in federal observers to report their observations to state or local officials
ignores their unique role and would encourage them to engage in value judgments that
they are supposed to avoid.229 Moreover, such an action could impair their ability to
observe and receive candid information from voters because they could be perceived as
merely an extension of election officials who may be engaging in discriminatory conduct.
It also is completely unnecessary.
Justice Department attorneys already may
communicate observations to local election officials in a real-time manner, particularly if
there is a possibility of vote denial. By doing so, it keeps federal observers free to
perform their sole function: to observe.
Some of the strongest evidence against any proposal to federalize partisan poll
watchers comes from how poll watchers have functioned in practice. For example, in
2006, the Department of Justice successfully sued Long County, Georgia for permitting
partisan poll watchers to discriminatorily challenge only Latino voters in an effort to
discourage them from voting.230 Law enforcement officials and others serving as partisan
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challengers in Passaic County, New Jersey engaged in similar discriminatory conduct. 231
In elections Sunflower, Mississippi, white poll watchers “were encouraged to
aggressively challenge Black voters,” contributing to “lackluster voter turnout.” 232
In November 1999, Arabic U.S. citizens in Hamtramck, Michigan were targeted
for disenfranchisement by partisan workers after an Arab-American announced his
candidacy for mayor.233 A group of non-Arab voters formed an organization called
“Citizens for Better Hamtramck” to register individuals to be present in polling places to
challenge the citizenship of voters who “looked” Arab, had dark skin such as Bengali
voters, or who had distinctly Arab or Muslim names.234 The intimidating and harassing
actions of these partisan workers resulted in substantially depressed voter participation by
members of the Arab and Bengali community, leading to lengthy federal oversight
assisted by non-partisan federal observers.235
In summary, it is commonplace for partisan poll watchers to threaten, intimidate,
and to otherwise discourage minority voters from registering or casting a ballot.
Regardless of their party, the presence of partisan poll watchers is far more likely to lead
to VRA violations than to prevent them. For that reason, Congress should ensure the
continuing impartiality of federal observers to be free of the value judgments and bias
implicit in any proposal to make federal observers partisan. As the former director of
OPM testified, the federal observer program needs to be kept “free from political
interference.”236 Federalizing partisan poll watching would turn the VRA on its head and
promote, rather than prevent, voting discrimination.
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VIII. Conclusion.
NARF and the NAVRC look forward to working with the House Judiciary
Committee and the Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights and Civil Liberties to
overcome the barriers to voting rights in Shelby County’s wake. There can be no greater
tribute to the legacy of Congressman Lewis than passage of H.R. to renew and restore the
vitality of the Voting Rights Act, including the bail-in and federal observer provisions.
Thank you very much for your attention and your commitment to making voting
fully accessible for all Americans. I welcome any questions you may have.
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